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What are we working on?

WEB3

A set of values and technical 
applications that define a new era 

of the World Wide Web

METAVERSE
A world of 

virtual-reality

NFT

A unit of data, stored 
on a type of digital 

ledger called a 
blockchain



About 
GamesDApp

01.



Web3 
Development 

Company

GamesdApp, The excellent destination for 

budding enterperneurs with big dream and 

vision. We are the reputed Blockchain Game 

Development Company with a team of 350+ 

game developers delivering solutions & 

services for blockchain game, NFT game, p2e 

game , m2e game and web3 game projects, 

and so on. We offer end-to-end game services 

& solutions for global clients to generate more 

ROI.



GamesDApp has participated in the 

Money Expo India 2022 - Largest Trading 

and Investing Expo in Mumbai - India and 

been awarded as the BEST GAMEFI 

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 2022

Honors & Rewards



OUR TEAM

Game 
Developers

Blockchain 
Developers

VFX | Animation 
Specialist

2D 3D Artists & 
designers

Quality Analyst Dev Ops



Technology Stack
Frontend & Backend

CLOUD STORAGE

DESIGN & ANIMATION



BLOCKCHAIN NETWORKS



SERVICES



Game Development

Our ample experience in the 

gaming industry comes with our 

blockchain development expertise 

making us the top blockchain game 

development services. We help 

startups and enterprises fulfill their 

expectations by delivering 

immersive, interactive, and 

feature-packed dApp blockchain 

games with technical support

Game Art Designing

Our skilled designers work hard to 

realize your vision and turn it into a 

visually captivating and compelling 

p2e game platform. To improve 

your game platform and in-game 

transactions, we concentrate on 

creating imaginative 3D characters 

and one-of-a-kind NFT collections.



Advisory

We mold your blockchain game 

ideas into a ready-to-launch 

product by offering end-to-end 

development support from design, 

development and testing, 

maintainess. Our elegant approach, 

time management, and 

imagination in game development 

let us to produce highly refined 

gaming solutions

Marketing

Through proper marketing and 

promotional services, we help to 

introduce your gaming project to 

the right community world wide. 

This way your project can reach the 

right set of peoples and can raise 

demand in the crypto industry. Our 

experts can handle Social Media 

Marketing and Search engine 

Optimization.



PROJECTS & PORTFOLIO



AIR
COMBAT

The player shall control the 
movement of a combat ship and 
guide it across an obstacle 
course.The combat ship shall be 
equipped with ammo for 
destroying the enemy vehicles. 
The player will have to survive the 
enemy attack to collect rewards 
and move to the next level. Each 
level has a unique visual 
experience with a variety of 
environments ranging from 
battlefield to outer space alien 
combats. In total there are 10 
unique environments Available. 
The game progression is 
designed to accommodate any 
number of levels in the game 
play.



CRYPTO 
FOR SPEED 

CFS

The game has a story mode. 
Player can participate in race in 
various arenas. The player must 
finish within 3 rd position to move 
to next level. The game has in
game purchases for a variety of
racing cars and car accessories.
If a race is lost (couldn’t finish in 
first 3 positions), the car’s 
ownership shall be transferred to 
the player finishing first. The 
player can grow the value of their 
purchased cars by winning races. 
The winners also get to collect 
more cars by defeating their 
competition in the race.



The player must hunt in a zombie 
world and collect various zombie 
superpowers as NFTs. 
There is an in game purchase for 
guns ammos and powerups/ 
collectibles. 
The player’s power and 
domination will depend on the 
amount of NFTs collected by the 
player. 
The player can sell his/her 
redundant powers to other 
players based on his domination 
level

Digital Dominion: 
Conquer with 

NFTs



The player is put into a fantasy 
jungle. The player is initially given 
an animal character using a
random draw. The jungle has 
land based animals, water bound 
animals and flying birds. Each 
clan has its own set of
abilities and limitations.
The player must attack and kill 
another creature to collect coins. 
These coins can be redeemed to
purchase other NFT items.
The more the abilities collected 
by the player the more powerful 
he/she becomes at hunting other 
players.

Wild Crypto Quest: 
The Jungle 
Expedition



NFT Battle ArenaThe player participates in MMA 
style wrestling duels against 
opponents. Each character is an 
NFT with a set of fighting abilities.
The abilities and superpowers 
can be upgraded by winning 
more matches.

The goal of this game is to 
purchase a character NFT, grow 
its value by winning matches and 
then selling it back to the 
community for a profit.



MINI GAMES & APPS



Move To Earn Fitness Apps 



CLONE
SCRIPTS



A Virtual Horse Racing Game Platform where each 
characters denotes an NFT. Other than horses, we have 
delivered custom made Zed Run Clone Game solution 
with some other game characters as below

● Dogs
● SpaceShips | Rockets
● Camels
● Cars & Bikes
● Animated characters 

FEATURES COVERED

● Governance & Reward Tokens
● NFT Minting | NFT Marketplace
● Betting & Racing
● Breeding
● Renting NFTs
● Staking
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Axie Infinity is a blockchain-based digital pet universe inspired 
by pokemon, where players can earn tokens through playing 
games. In this game the players can battle, collect, breed, and 
build a kingdom for their pets exactly the same as CryptoKitties.

Axies are non-fungible tokens that represent cryptographically 
unique characters that cannot be replicated. Like Pokémon, they 
are born to battle. 

FEATURES COVERED

NFT MARKETPLACE
BREEDING
GAME CHARACTER DESIGNING
GAME FLOOR DESIGNING
BATTLE LOGIC 
GOVERNANCE TOKEN & REWARD TOKEN



CRYPTO CASINO



IN HOUSE 
GAMES

PLINKO DICE CRASH

CIRCLE HI-LO KENO

STAIRS MINES COIN FLIP

LIMBO CRYPTOS TRIPLE

FUTY WILD TOWER RING

LIVE GAMES BACCARAT POKER LOTTERY

In General Crypto Casino Platform is a combination of both API integrated minigames called 
Slots and in house games.  In addition, lot more features like referrals, events, campaigns etc 
will be held periodically in the platform

In our Casino solution we cover the below games as the default ones and can add more 
based on client requirements.



CASINO GAME FLOOR SAMPLES



CASINO MINI GAMES



OTHER METAVERSE SERVICES

Metaverse Virtual World Development

➔ Metaverse Theme Park

➔ Metaverse Workplace

➔ Metaverse Theatre

➔ Metaverse Virtual Mall

➔ Metaverse for Real Estate Properties

➔ Metaverse E-commerce

➔ Metaverse Art Gallery 

➔ Metaverse NFT Marketplace 



Project summary

UI UX DESIGN 
PART

Game Floor & 
Game Animation 
Development

Testing & 
Deployment 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Smart Contract 
Development

Game Logic 
Development

Integration of wallet & 
contract in front end



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, and 
includes icons by Flaticon, and infographics and images by Freepik

Thank you!
Interested to check demo?

Email:  support@gamesd.app 

WhatsApp:  +91 94421 64862

Skype: live:support_60864

Telegram:  @gamesdapp

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

